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Abstract

This project involved implementing a genetic algorithm to help automate the crypto-analysis of the Vigenere
cipher.
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The Vigenere
Cipher

Automating the
Process

Key Length and
Speed

Data Conclusions
● This algorithm finds almost 70% of the correct letters in
keywords of length greater than four.

Step One: Finding the Key Length

● With further optimization however, this number reaches
98%

● Kasiki Test to find the most likely candidates, I.E. 2, 4, 8.

● This experiment was carried out on a older model PC,
with newer hardware, much faster speeds could be
achieved.

● These candidates are then analyzed by the Friedman
Method to determine which most resembles english text.
● The standard “Index of coincidence” for english text is
1.73
● The candidate with the “IC” closest to this ideal is most
likely the key length
● This combination of the two algorithms makes it much
easier for a basic computer program to find the most likely
key length.
● Invented in 1553 by Giovan Battista Bellaso, in his book
“La cifra del. Sig. Giovan Battista Bellaso”.
● Later misattributed to Blaise de Vigenère
● Was considered for hundreds of years to be “unbreakable”
● Broken in 1854 by Charles Babbage.
● Is a combination of many so-called mono-alphabetic
ciphers.

Step Two: Finding the Key Text

Summary
Key Length and
Accuracy

● With a known key length, a variety of attacks may now be
used.

● Through combining many different algorithms, the key
length can be found very reliably.
● The Genetic Algorithm is best used when combined with
the Friedman Method.

● Without human interaction however, it is very difficult for
the computer to know if it has arrived at a solution.

● The Genetic Algorithm, once properly implemented, is the
best and most accurate way to automate the
decipherment process.

● Method One: Brute Force Attack
● Method Two: Common-Word Dictionary Attack

● Without human interaction, the entire process becomes
much harder.

● Method Three: Markov Chain

● Though not perfect, this program is relatively accurate for
all key lengths.

● Method Four: A Genetic Algorithm

● With greater key lengths, the more genetic “generations”
are needed to arrive at the solution.

The Genetic
Algorithm

● Automating the crypto-analysis makes finding the key
much faster than when done by hand.

Experimental
Data

● With newer hardware, the analysis could be done even
faster.
● When incorporated into a web interface, the program is
very accessible.
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